NAFA Mask Mandate Enforcement Guidelines
for Regional Directors, Tournament Directors and Judges

Just as they work to ensure all the NAFA rules of racing are followed during a
tournament, Regional Directors, Tournament Directors and Judges should help
enforce the wearing of masks at tournaments. The following are guidelines for
enforcement:

1. Individuals will first be given a verbal warning for an improper mask wearing
violation with consideration given to accidental slips/movement during racing.
See Section 3 Mask Mandate in ‘NAFA’s Requirements/Recommendations for
Host Clubs for Phase 1 (Transitional Flyball)’.

2. A second violation will result in a warning given to the individual and Club
Captain.

3. A third violation will result in excusal of the individual from the tournament.

4. For a single tournament that crosses 2 days the individual is excused from the
tournament.

5. Refusal to comply with mask requirements (where NAFA’s Medical Excuse
requirements are not met) will result in immediate excusal from the tournament.

6. Locations away from the tournament venue (i.e., hotels, restaurants,
campgrounds) do not constitute NAFA controlled areas and are not something
we are looking for RDs, TDs and Judges to monitor.